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Tariff reform, intermediation and Corruption  

 
 
 
 
 

ABSTRACT 

 

We construct a general equilibrium model with a protected intermediate sector and 

analyze the effectiveness of trade reform for a small open economy where bureaucratic 

corruption arises because of trade protection. Intermediaries are employed by the 

producers in order to avoid paying the import tariff. We use HOSV kind of framework to 

prove whether trade liberalization necessarily leads to a decline in intermediation 

activities. We find that labor intensity of the exportable commodity which uses the 

intermediate good is critical in determining the extent of corruption. It is essentially a tug 

of war between higher tariff revenue and higher wage in the new equilibrium. Thus trade 

liberalization may or may not lead to les corruption.  

 

Key words:  Corruption, International Trade, Tariff Reform, General Equilibrium 

JEL classification: D73, F1, F11, D5 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Following the seminal paper of Krueger (1974) several authors have analyzed the 

impact of restrictive trade practices on directly unproductive rent-seeking activities. 

Notable among them are Goldberg et al (2011), Conlon & Pecorino (1998), Mitra (1989), 

Yeldan & Roe (1991), Krishna & Mitra (1998), Hillman (1992) etc. Since the developing 

world in general used to be the hotbed of explicit protectionism, host of papers also 

discussed how such an anti-trade strategy proved to be detrimental to the general progress 

of the economy. Bhagwati and Desai (1970) was a landmark contribution in this context 

dealing with the plight of the Indian economy. Endogenous formation of tariffs, a general 

phenomenon affecting the world at large, has been discussed by many inspired by the 

early works of Mayer (1984), Mayer & Riezman (1987) and subsequently by the well 

known paper of Grossman & Helpman (1994). In 60s, 70s and even 80s the anti-trade 

policies used to be heavily criticized and quite reasonably1. 

The world has moved on since then. China and India, two of the fastest growing 

economies in the world have reduced their tariffs substantially over the years thanks to 

the negotiations at the WTO. There are critical unresolved issues, but an era of reform 

has set in and the entire developing world in some form or the other has responded to 

such transformation. Has a decline in the intensity of protection done much to trade 

related corrupt activities? This is clearly an empirical question. Before one attempts to 

answer, it is instructive theoretically to explore whether a decline in tariff reduces the 

number of people engaged in the trade related corrupt activities. In a different context 

Biswas & Sengupta (2011) has discussed the issue of trade liberalization and corruption. 

                                                           
1
 Interested readers are requested to look at Bhagwati (1988), Helpman and Krugman (1989), Anderson and 

Wincoop (2001), Greenaway et al (1998), Krueger (1998), Rodrick (1992), Sachs and Warner (1995), 
Wacziarg and Welch (2003), Marjit (2008) etc for some more interesting issues in this line. 
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The actual process of engaging in trade, import or export is observed to involve a 

large number of people and processes. Degree of trade restriction entails not only 

specification of tariff rate but the whole set of procedural complications, and agents and 

intermediaries who facilitate such transactions by bridging the gap between actual trader 

and bureaucracy. Such intermediation can be legitimate or illegal. These activities are 

service related generating wage and employment. They are not usually officially 

recorded, but are very much part of the aggregate economic activity and immensely 

visible in the entire developing world. In a recent paper Marjit and Mandal (2011) 

drawing on a clue from Falvey (1976) explicitly models these activities as a non-traded 

service sector and derives implications for pattern and volume of trade. Hence the timely 

question arises that does a decline in tariff reduce the size of the intermediary activities. 

The general equilibrium model we construct incorporates an importable intermediate 

whose price comes down as the tariff is reduced. This definitely helps the production of 

the final good. In fact in a recent paper Goldberg et al (2011) have shown how 

liberalizing input trade has contributed to the growth of the Indian economy. Such a 

decline in tariff has factor market implications. A rise in wage would always eat into the 

size of the corrupt sector as people have to be paid higher wage. But the tariff revenue 

can move either way. We provide several alternative scenario and fairly rich set of 

results. 

The paper is divided into three sections. In section 2 we describe the model with 

intuitive solutions and basic results. Last section provides some concluding remarks. 

However, the relevant mathematical details are relegated to the Appendix. 
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2. THE MODEL AND BASIC RESULTS 

Home economy is considered to be a perfectly competitive small one producing two 

tradeable goods, capital-intensive good X and labor-intensive good Y. There is another 

sector which produces intermediate input M.  Production of M requires labor and a 

specific factor, T. Hence Y is the exportable and X is the importable for a labor-abundant 

economy2. Production of Y requires capital (K), labor (L) and the intermediate input, M. 

Producers have two sources for M.  One is domestic market and the other is international 

market where the price is internationally determined and given. Import of intermediate 

input is subject to tariff. However, M can also be procured from the domestic market but 

domestic supply is insufficient. Note that intermediate input is relatively cheaper in 

international market. In order to protect the domestic intermediate input industry 

government imposes the tariff. Hence, domestic price of M is exactly equal to the tariff 

inclusive price of imported M. Producers of Y need to either pay tariff and or pay tariff 

inclusive price so that the effective price is same in both the cases. No producer is willing 

to pay honestly as this may result in some form of incentive such as an increase in factor 

return(s). Thus our economy is characterized by kleptocracy. The amount of advalorem 

tariff associated with import is t. Producers pay �	3 fraction of t of which a part goes to 

government coffer and the remaining part goes to the customs officers as premium over 

their stipulated salary. Despite the fact that the second part does not constitute tariff 

                                                           
2
 One can easily define X as the manufacturing and Y as the agricultural sector. The existence of M can 

also be justified in that case since agriculture has now-a-days become increasingly dependent on some 
importable intermediate input like machines, chemicals, fertilizers etc. 
 
3
 In this model we shall not focus on endogenizing �. In order to endogenize � one needs to take into 

account the nature and efficiency of bureaucracy and administration. This would definitely capture an 
interesting dimension though the focus of the current paper would be somewhat diverted. Similar kind of 
attempt is made in a recent paper by Chaudhuri and Mandal (2013) where the effects of improvement of 
administrative efficiency are discussed at length. Interested readers may look at the paper for detailed 
analysis. 
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revenue, this payment is made by the importers. To them it does not matter where it goes. 

Therefore, it is considered as part of cost of production. For doing this intermediation a 

fraction, however small it may be, of labor force need to be employed. Though a major 

chunk of the total labor force is absorbed in production of X, Y and M, others get 

employment due to institutional complexities involved in import. These institutional 

complexities give rise to corruption activity represented by sector Z. Let us assume that 

��	laborers are used to solve these complexities. This service is not costless: Z workers 

get w as their wage. We assume competitive market also for corruption to be consistent 

with the otherwise standard specifications of the competitive general equilibrium model. 

Note that the structure of this model has some resemblance with Heckscher-Ohlin (H-O) 

nugget (Gruen and Corden (1970); Jones and Marjit 1992), where there is a 

complementarity in production among commodities. In that sense it is an amalgamation 

of H-O and specific factor model of trade. 

Perfect competition prevails in all markets and production functions for X, Y and M 

are assumed to exhibit constant returns to scale and diminishing returns to factor inputs. 

The symbols and basic equations are in tune with Jones (1965, 1971). In this paper 

we intimately follow the framework used in Marjit and Mandal (2011) and Mandal and 

Marjit (2010).  

To build the system of equations, we use the following notations: 

Pi = Price of ith good, i = X, Y, M ; w = Return to labor, L; r = Return to capital, K; R = 

Return to land, T;	��	= Technological co-efficient; K  = Total supply of capital; L  = 

Total supply of labor; T = Total supply of another kind of capital, T; �� = Labor engaged 

in corruption activities; t = amount of advalorem tariff on import of M. 
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Therefore, the general equilibrium structure is like the following: 

          
1 − ����∗�∗ = ���                                                       (1) 

Where, 0 < � < 1,  and ���� −�� = �∗, which is essentially the demand-supply 

equilibrium for intermediate input. Here, �∗	implies imported input and ��	stands for 

domestic production. 

Note that one may effortlessly disagree that one would not be corrupt if 
1 −
����∗�∗	 is not greater than the spending for doing intermediation (=���.  If this is 

the case, the corruption sector would be able to generate supernormal profit and more 

producers would be instigated to carry on with this dishonest practice. But this is not the 

way how factual world works. Again, when ��� > 
1 − ����∗ �∗, no producer would 

find it rational to be involved in intermediation. Under this situation labor will flock into 

corruption sector and hence the viability of the economy would be at stake. In both the 

above cases the main essence of competitive framework is lost. Therefore, the only 

condition consistent with competitive general equilibrium framework is what we have 

written in (1). On the other hand, for the survival of domestic input producing sector this 

equality has to hold good. Precisely that is why the cost of procuring intermediate input 

from both domestic and international market is same. If we had tried to model corruption, 

one could have thought of a punishment cost or anticipated punishment cost associated 

with bureaucratic intermediation.  

Competitive price conditions imply: 

						�	��� +  	�!� = ��            (2) 

             �	��� +  	�!� + "��∗ 
1 + �� + ��∗ 
1 − ��	���# = ��      

    Or,									�	��� +  	�!� + "��∗ 
1 + �	���# = ��	                                     (3) 
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Though importers of M are paying only �	fraction of tariff t, they have spent out the 

entire saved amount for intermediation. Thus, whatever be the source of input, domestic 

or international, cost is same and it is ��∗ 
1 + �. Hence, 

 						�	��� + $	�%� = ��∗ 
1 + �          (4) 

Implications of full employment conditions are: 

	���& + 	���	� + 	����� = �' − ��          (5) 

 				�!�& + 	�!� 	� = ()                (6) 

�%�.�� = *'                      (7)  

This completes the structure of our model. Now for given �, PX, PY and t we can 

determine the values of w, r and R from (2), (3) and (4) since ��∗  is given from the 

international market. Hence all ��	s are determined through CRS assumption from w, r 

and R. Since T is fixed, 	�� can be calculated from (7). Presence of tariff implies positive 

amount of �� to start with. Let us assume any �� such that �� > 0	and 
�' − �� > 0. 
Thus for TKL ,,  and a given �� we can solve for X, Y and domestically produced 

��	from (5), (6) and (7). Note that for any given positive t and already determined w, r, Y 

we can easily solve for ��	from equation (1). Right hand side (RHS) of (1) is increasing 

in �� as w is already determined. As �� goes up Y should fall due to the factor intensity 

assumption. Therefore demand for intermediate input, �+
= ���. � falls keeping the 

domestic supply constant at a level determined from (7). Therefore, Left hand side (LHS) 

of (1) must be a decreasing function of ��. This is portrayed in figure -1. Hence 

equilibrium �� is determined and the entire model is solved. 
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1 − ����∗�∗	, ���   

   

 

                     RHS of Equation (1)          

             

                                    E 

                                                                 LHS of Equation (1) 

    w 

      O             ,-.           ,- 

                               Figure -1 

Determination of equilibrium ,- for given prices and tariff 

 

2.1.Tariff cut and intermediation 

In this section we shall try to look at the possible effects of a fall in t on outputs and 

size of the corruption sector. Second one is the focal point. Since corruption depends on 

the total value of tariff revenue evaded, both t and import of intermediate input �∗ 

influence the size of the sector. t is exogenously given and �∗ is the net of �+ and ��. 

�+ depends on Y and �� crucially hinges upon R. This is precisely why we require 

calculating the output effects to concentrate on the size of the corruption sector, and 

number of intermediaries. The size of the corruption sector is denoted by ��� while �� 

represents the number of intermediaries who negotiate with the officials at the border. 
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2.1.1. Intermediators with non-changing tariff revenue 

It is apparent from equation (1) that tariff revenue (TR) is the major determinant of �� 

and/or ���. For given � and ��∗  tariff revenue depends on t and �∗. Generally when t 

falls �∗ rises. Thus TR may go either way. Let us, initially, assume that due to two 

countervailing forces total TR remains constant. In case TR does not change ��� also 

remains same. 

From equation (1)           �� = 
/01234∗ �∗
5             (8) 

Thus �� depends only on �. If � rises (falls), �� must fall (rise). Equation (2) and (3) 

assert that following tariff reform � must rise if Y is labor-intensive indicating a decrease 

in the number of intermediaries. This also induces further increase in Y and decrease in 

X. At the same time �� must fall as R falls and T is fixed in supply. In what follows �∗ 

will also change. It would be reflected in the numerator of the RHS of (8). We will come 

to this issue in the next sub-section. In case Y is capital-intensive, due to a fall in t, r will 

go up and w will fall implying an increase in ��. Economic rationales behind such 

outcomes are very simple. When w goes up in the productive fragment people do not find 

it very attractive to engage in corruption related intermediation activities. Inherent 

inclination towards productive employment leads to this result. Reverse argument is valid 

when w falls. It is interesting to note that Y rises in both the cases. Therefore the 

following proposition is instant. 

PROPOSITION I: If tariff revenue does not change, following tariff cut, factor intensity 
assumption solely determines the effect on ��.  
 
Proof: See discussion above. 
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2.1.2. Corruption sector and Intermediators with changing tariff revenue 

We have mentioned in the previous section that TR is an important factor which 

influences both the number of intermediators and corruption sector. TR is essentially the 

product of � and �∗ since all other things are constants. Conventionally, �∗ should rise 

due to tariff cut. This straightforward argument may not be valid here because of the 

structure of the model where a tariff is in place on an intermediate input. Hence the 

demand for intermediate input plays a crucial role in determining �∗ and TR. 

We start our analysis from a situation where Y is labor-intensive and X is capital-

intensive. For given �, PX and PY if t falls w increases and r falls because return to the 

intensive factor in the production of Y should rise and that of X should fall following 

Stolper-Samuelson argument. A closer look at equation (4) reveals that RHS falls owing 

to a decrease in t. w have already risen from (2) and (3). Therefore R should definitely 

fall. This result is quite obvious as T is specific to M while labor is the mobile factor. 

However, the value of $6	essentially depends on the value share of other factors. Since 
5
7   

and 
5
8 		change, there will be changes in the input requirement of production because 

everyone tries to minimize the cost of production. So, 	��	9		will be altered, as well. 

Using zero profit conditions and elasticity of substitution it can easily be shown that 

&6 < 0 and �6 > 0. The underlying economic argument is very simple. Due to a tariff 

slash w goes up whereas r falls leading to more binding capital-constraint and less 

binding labor-constraint that results in Y to rise and X to fall. Here it is important to note 

that the moment Y expands, demand for �∗ must increase. This would be further 

strengthened as �� falls due to a decrease in R. The effect is two-fold: one, when �� 

falls some labor is released. This will raise Y further and hence the demand for �∗, 
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second, demand for �∗ rises due to a fall in �� itself. Increase in �∗ calls for more labor 

requirement for intermediation at the border. Since all these are the second round effects, 

these should not outweigh the first round effect for stability of a system. Thus the 

eventual effect on Y is unambiguous when it is labor-intensive. 

Now, let us turn to domestic importable production. �:� has to be negative. A fall in 

R due to tariff cut guarantees the result. If Y goes up and �� falls, �∗ should invariably 

increase. We must carefully scrutinize that an increase or decrease in �∗	may not be able 

to promise any conclusive argument for the size of the corruption sector. When Y is 

labor-intensive, �∗	goes up. 
1 − ����∗ �∗ may take any value as t has gone down4. 

Therefore the effect on the size of the corruption activity is ambiguous when Y is labor-

intensive. 

In case when Y is capital-intensive a fall in t ensures an increase in r and a decrease in 

w. R will also fall as T is specific in M. Production of Y rises and that of X falls. �� will 

fall as well. So again the argument flows in the same direction that we have described in 

the preceding paragraph. It should be noted, however, that the released labor from �� 

would in fact dampen the increase in Y and decrease in X. Though, the initial effect would 

not be changed significantly.  

By this time, it is perhaps clear that irrespective of factor intensity assumption import 

of intermediate input must increase due to tariff cut. Instead, this argument is not 

sufficient for explaining the effect on the size of the corruption sector. This is why the 

analysis becomes more interesting. 

                                                           
4
 This value is identically equal with the amount spent on corruption sector (=���) where w has already 

increased due to tariff slash. 
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The value of increase in demand for M crucially depends on ���, per unit 

requirement of intermediate input in Y. If ��� is large enough, �∗ should rise 

sufficiently to blow up the corruption activity. The economic implication is that when the 

importable intermediate input using commodity heavily uses the input a policy of tariff 

reform would induce an expansion of corruption related intermediation activity.5,6  

Hence we can write down the following proposition. 

PROPOSITION II: Irrespective of factor intensity assumption, if larger amount of 
importable input is used in production, the size of the corruption related intermediation 
activity must expand even if the trade restriction at the border is reduced. 
 

Proof: See discussion above. 

   Now we shall focus on another part of the central query of this paper, the number of 

intermediaries. This is denoted by ��. The significance of a change in �� is twin: one is 

the change in the size of the illegal part of the economy and the other is its effects on 

commodity production. A fall in ��	implies further increase (or decrease) in Y and a 

further fall (or rise) in X, following Rybczynski effect. Taking clues from the previous 

analysis we emphasize that if Y is capital intensive and ��� is large enough the effect on 

�� unambiguous. It will increase as  �; < 0 and 
1 − ����∗ �∗ has been increased. When 

Y is labor-intensive, however, the effect on �� is uncertain as both 
1 − ����∗ �∗ and � 

                                                           
5 For a developing country Y resembles agricultural production. Mechanization of agriculture makes the 
sector more dependent on importable intermediate inputs like chemicals, fertilizers, machines etc. This is 
reflected in high ���. So, trade reform should enlarge intermediation sector in the developing economy. 
This argument is quite interesting and calls for serious empirical research in this direction. 
 
6
 One important observation of the above analysis is evident from equation (1). For given �, the LHS 

signifies tariff revenue where Laffer curve argument does matter. Hence irrespective of the factor intensity 
assumption value of the corruption sector 
= ��� , identical	with	the	tariff	revenue		 would increase if 
and only if we are on the falling segment of the Laffer curve and conversely if we are on the other side. 
This interpretation is quite consistent with the standard literature.  
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rise.7,8 In both the cases, essentially, �� gets affected simultaneously by two opposing 

forces. Positive effect on �� comes from the import demand for input whereas the 

negative effect is generated through reduction in tariff. That is why one needs to check as 

to which effect dominates.9 The economic intuition behind this argument can easily be 

interpreted from the following equation. From the full employment condition of labor 

�6� =		�6 �J
�∗ −�:� �K

�∗ + �̂ − �;             (9)  

An increase in w leads to a fall in �� because productive employment goes up. Again 

since protection at the border is reduced through a fall in t, requirement for intermediators 

	declines. Simultaneously, as domestic supply of M, i.e. ��	decreases, actual import of 

intermediate input has to increase and hence leads to a rise in ��	. Here it is important to 

note that this analysis must fail if t falls to zero (absolutely free trade situation) since that 

will completely eliminate the corrupt activity.  

Thus the following proposition is immediate: 

PROPOSITION III: Due to tariff reform: 
(a) The number of intermediaries must increase when Y is capital-intensive and ��� is large enough; 
(b) �� will fall when Y is labor-intensive and ��� is sufficiently small; 
(c) The effect is ambiguous when Y is labor-intensive (capital-intensive) and ��� 

is not sufficiently small (not large enough).  
   

Proof: See discussion above. 
 

                                                           
7
 From equation (1) it becomes apparent that if we are on the upward rising portion of the Laffer curve, �� 

must fall due to tariff reform (as �; > 0. In addition, if we are on the falling segment, the impact on �� 
becomes uncertain. 
 
8 The arguments and conclusion would be reversed for a sufficiently small ��� . 
 

9
 For a given , �6� = �̂ +�:∗ +�; . Here 
�̂ + �:∗ signifies the amount of tariff revenue. Again it has already 

been shown that �; > 0 . The possibility of Laffer curve type of effect is also there. This in turn implies that 
the elasticity of import demand is an important determinant of the number of intermediaries as well.  
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2.2. Welfare implications 

The welfare implication of trade reform in a corrupt economy is straightforward but 

quite interesting. The standard welfare measure at a given world price is denoted by (* 

with prices represent the international prices of the commodities)  

��∗&+ + ��∗�+ = ��∗& + ��∗� − ��∗ 
1 + ��∗ + ��∗ �∗�      (10)10 

Here D stands for consumption demand and we should not include PM  and M separately 

as it is already included in PY. Further, in our model β fraction of tariff actually goes to 

government’s coffer and to customs officers as bribe whereas the remaining fraction (1-β) 

is spent out for intermediaries. It does not matter where it is going as long as this 

constitutes a part of total consumption demand. Therefore, given the endowments of all 

factors of production we can express change in welfare as (considering Y as the 

numeraire):  

MΩ = ��∗M&+ + M�+ 

Or, 
PQ

P2
=  ��

∗ P�

P2
+

P�

P2
− ��

∗  
P�∗

P2
  

  
PQ

P2
= ��

∗ P�

P2
+

P�

P2
+ ��

∗ �: � �K

P2
− ��

∗ �6
�J

P2
        

Or, 
PQ

P2
=

P�

P2
+ ��

∗ P�

P2
+ ��

∗ �:� �K

P2
− ��

∗ �6
�J

P2
        (11) 

Since t falls, an increase in welfare means 
PΩ

P2
<0. The change in generated demand for 

M coming from Y and that of supply of M is captured by M�∗. This change actually 

implies a leakage. The implied leakage is not for original importable commodity, X but 

                                                           
10

 The last term of the RHS of (10) constitutes tariff revenue. It has already been mentioned earlier that 
when t goes down to zero, the corruption part of the economy would vanish in entirety and there would no 
tariff revenue at all. But a gradual reduction in t coupled with an uncertain impact on �∗ may end up with 
Laffer curve type of result. 
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due to production of more exportable Y. This is precisely why an augmentation in 

welfare is simultaneously countered by import expenditure. Therefore consequent upon 

tariff reform welfare will increase if the output of labor-intensive exportable commodity 

increases sufficiently to negate the effects of a fall in importable production and 

increased import demand for intermediate input. Mathematically, 

PQ
P2 < 0	iff	 RP�P2R > R��∗ P�

P2 + ��∗ S�:� �K
P2 − �6 �J

P2 TR		
Or,	|M�| > |��∗M& − ��∗ M�∗|	
	

3. CONCLUSION AND POSSIBLE EXTENSION 

We have developed a simple trade model for a small open economy producing three 

goods of which one commodity is used as the intermediate input for one final good. 

Intermediate input can also be procured from international market. Importation of 

intermediate input is subject to tariff. In order to get rid of this extra payment producers 

employ people to work for intermediation between custom officials and producers. That 

is how corruption enters into the framework. A drop in tariff usually reduces the domestic 

production of intermediate input. As corruption is associated with tariff restriction, a fall 

in tariff should reduce corrupt practice. But this is not necessarily true. In this paper we 

have derived the conditions for an increase and decrease in the size of corruption related 

intermediation sector and the number of intermediaries due to tariff cut and have also 

focused on the mechanism for the unconventional outcome. A tariff reform would lead to 

an improvement in welfare, even in a corrupt economy, if importable intermediate input 

using good expands by a considerable amount. 
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This model can easily be extended to a structure in a number of ways11. One is where 

importable intermediate input also requires capital, K. In that case the direction of 

changes in the factor prices would remain same though the extent of effect would be 

slightly dampened. Domestic production of would be decreased by a lesser amount 

compared to the benchmark model. In non-changing tariff revenue case the effect on the 

number of intermediaries would remain identical as it is directly determined through 

changes in the wage rate only. With changing tariff revenue, however, the requirement of 

intermediate input in Y has to be relatively higher to arrive at the desired result. And, 

interestingly welfare will increase more since leakage by means of import of input falls. 

Second extension could be the explicit introduction of land (T) in the production function 

of Y. Following a reduction in t what would happen to R and hence on W depends on 

land intensity of Y and M. Under the assumption of more land intensive M our 

conclusions would hold while entire results would be reversed if factor intensity 

assumption gets altered.  
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Appendix 

Differentiating equation (2) and (3) and assuming ��∗ 	, ��� as constants and setting 

�6� = �6� = 0 we get (a circumflex on a variable is used to denote the proportional 

change) 

�; = �̂ VWX
|V| ∆         (A.1) 

          ̂ = 
−�̂ VZX
|V| ∆        (A.2)  

Where, [	� ⟹ value share of j in ith commodity, i = X, Y; j = L, K, M 

and |[| = 
[�� − [�� = 
[!� − [!� < 0   and ∆= 34∗ 	]4^	2
3^ 		 

 
 

From equation (4), substituting �;  we get, 

 $6 = 2_

/`2

/
Va4 − VWX

|V|
VZ4
Va4 ∆�̂        (A.3) 

Note that |[| < 0	 since X is assumed to be capital-intensive. 

Thus consequent upon trade liberalization �; > 0,  ̂ < 0	 and $6 < 0, since �̂, |[| < 0	 
and ∆> 0.	 

 

Note that in our system of equations all X, Y, �� and ��	are interdependent. This 

interdependence forces us to simultaneously solve the equilibrium values.  

Totally differentiating the full employment conditions and equation (1) we get, 

&6b�� + �6b�� +�:�b�� = −�6�b�� − �c��	b�� − �c��	b�� − �c��	b��        (A.4) 

&6b!� + �6b!� = −�c!�	b!� − �c!�	b!�            (A.5) 

�6 �J
�∗ −�:� �K

�∗ = �6� − �̂ + �;          (A.6) 

�:�b%� = −�c%�	b%�                      (A.7) 

Note that b�		represents the employment share of ith factor in the jth industry/activity. 

    Using zero profit conditions and the concept of elasticity of substitution between L 

and K in both X and Y and between L and T in M and manipulating (A.4) through (A.7) 

we have, 

&6b�� + �6b�� +�:�b�� − �6�b�� = b��d�� e�; − $6f[%� + 
�; −  ̂g�            (A.8) 

&6b!� + �6b!� = −
�; −  ̂g!               (A.9) 
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�6 �J
�∗ −�:� �K

�∗ − �6� = �; − �̂           (A.10) 

�:�b%� = −b%�d�� e�; − $6f[��                       (A.11) 

where, g� = "d�b��[!� + d�b��[!�#, g! = "d�b!�[�� + d�b!�[��# 
and  d� = ]cWX0]cZX	

5;07̂ , d� = ]cW^0]cZ^	
5;07̂ , d� = ]ca40]cZ4	

5;086 , �:� = −�c%�	.    
Using the Cramer’s rule we can simultaneously solve for &6, �6, �:� and �6�. 

&6 = 
/
|h| ib!�b%�d�� e�; − $6f jb�� − b��[�� �K

�∗k + b%�
�; −  ̂ jb��	g! + b��	 �J
�∗ g! +

														b(�	g�+b(�	b*�b���−�	                (A.12)) 

Note that,|l| = 	−b%� i�J
�∗ b!�b�� − b��b!� + b!�b��m;  |l| < 0	as we assumed X to be 

capital intensive i.e, 
nWX
nZX > nW^

nZ^ . Therefore, if  
nZ4
nZo > [�� �K

�∗			, &6 must be negative. 

The effect on Y is not less interesting because what traditional argument emphasizes 

is an increase but that is true for a so-called fair economy. In our model change in Y is 

symbolized as follows: 

�6=	 /|h| ib!�b%�d�� e�; − $6f jb��[�� �K
�∗ − b��k − b%�
�; −  ̂pb��	g! + b!�	g�q +

																			b(&	b*�b���−�	                        (A.13) 

Under the condition for which  &6 < 0, first term within the third bracket of the RHS 

of (A.13) is negative, second term is also negative whereas only the third one is positive. 

The third term resembles the dampening effect emanating from increased demand for M. 

This requires some more labor for intermediation purpose at the border. Since this is the 

second round effect, it cannot outweigh the first round effect for the stability of a system. 

Therefore the effect on Y is not unambiguous.  

�6 ≷ 0	iff sb!�d�� e�; − $6f tb��[�� ��
�∗ − b��u − 
�; −  ̂pb��	g! + b!�	g�qs 		

≷ |b!�	b%�b��
�; − �̂	| 
Ambiguity in Y comes from the nature of production, which requires a tradeable 

intermediate input along with labor and capital. However, the eventual effect must be 

unambiguous when Y is labor-intensive. It will increase. 
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Let us turn to domestic importable production. 

�:� = /
|h| ib%�d�� e�; − $6f[�� j�J

�∗ + b!�b�� − b��b!�km     (A.14) 

�:� has to be negative. A fall in R due to tariff cut ensures it.  

Coming to the effect on �� . 

 �6� = /
|h| i−b%�
�; −  ̂�J

�∗ pg! + g�q + b%�
	b!�b�� − b��b!�
�; − �̂	 −
													b*�d�v�−$[��	2�x�∗b(&	b��+�v�∗	b(&b��−b�&b(�		       (A.15) 

Hence, �6� ≷ 0  iff 		R−
�; −  ̂�J
�∗ pg! + g�q − d�� e�; − $6f[�� 	j2�J

�∗ b!� 	b�� +
�v�∗	b(&b��−b�&b(�≷	b(&b��−b�&b(��−�	 
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